Abstract : The solution of a discrete dynamical system is studied. To do so spectral properties of the band operator, with intermediate zero diagonals, are investigated. The method of genetic sums for the moments of the Weyl function is used to nd the continued fraction associated to this Weyl function. It is possible to follow the inverse spectral method to solve dynamical systems de ned by a Lax pair.
where the solutions b n+3 (t) are unknown functions of t; t 2 0; +1 with conditions b n+3 (t) = 0; n < 0. These conditions are boundary conditions with respect to n for the system (E).
We formulate the Cauchy problem for the system (E) , i.e. with initial conditions b n+3 (0); n 0
Why are we interested in such dynamical system ? Bogoyavlensky (( 4]), 5]) has given a classi cation of all dynamical systems which are a discrete generalization of the KdV equation, they depend on two parameters p and q. He showed that such systems have interesting applications in hamiltonian mechanics.
Our system is such a dynamical system for p = 3; q = 2. This case includes the mains ideas of the general case. In section 7, we give di erent transformations of the system (E).
For p = q = 1, we get the Langmuir chain ( 9] ), for p = 1 or q = 1, the systems have been studied respectively by ( 11] ) and by ( 1]) ( p = 1 a 0 n = a n ( Q q k=1 a n+k ? Q q k=1 a n?k ) q = 1 a 0 n = a n ( P p k=1 a n+k ? P p k=1 a n?k ) In order to be explicit, we will often restrict to the case p = 3; q = 2, the important asssumption being that p and q are relatively prime. Studies of the same kind, with no references to Mechanics-Mathematics department, Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia. e-mail vnsormm @ nw.math.msu.su y UFR de Math ematiques, Universit e de Lille, 59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq cedex, France, e-mail jvaniseg@ ano.univ-lille1.fr dynamical systems, but concerned by the nite dimensional approximations of the resolvent of an in nite three diagonal band matrix can be found in ( 3] , 2]). What we call in our notation the matrix A (3) has there three diagonals (i.e. p = q = 1), but non bounded or even complex data are considered. We have not considered non bounded operators in this paper.
The rst natural question for a Cauchy problem is the existence and uniqueness of the solution. A classical theory of O.D.E. does not give the answer because the system (E) is in nite.
We will prove through the paper two results
Theorem A: If all b n+3 (0) are positive, bounded 0 < b n+3 (0) M; n 0 ; then the Cauchy problem for system (E) has a unique solution de ned on 0; +1 . As usual, it is possible to prove only local existence and uniqueness of the solution of discrete dynamical systems ( 8] ). As a remark, in the case where all b n+3 (0) are not positive,
there exists examples where the solution is not unique, so the condition is not only su cient but also necessary. In physical applications, the b n+3 are exponents of physical data, so are positive.
If the (b n+3 (0)) n 0 are not bounded, then the solution does not extend beyond some interval 0; t 1 ]. In this paper, we do not consider this case, which would be possible following the same scheme, but the theory of operators, in case of unbounded, non symmetric operator, is to be used, and there do not exist yet su cient results. The next question is how to nd the solution of system (E). Tools are known, it is the inverse spectral problem. In this paper, we give the solution in classical form, in terms of continued fraction, as for the Langmuir chain. We get (the matrix of constants will be de ned in the text) Theorem B: The solution of system (E) is What is a matrix continued fraction is explained in section 5 ( 6] , 13], 15]). So theorem B means that from the initial conditions b n+3 (0), we compute the continued fraction (i.e. solve the direct spectral problem), then write the result as the Cauchy transform of the matrix measure. Then using simple dynamics of this measure, we decompose the Cauchy integral into a continued fraction (solve the inverse spectral problem) and get b n+3 (t) for t 2 0; +1 .
The theorem B has two aspects, the rst is algebraic, namely is the algorithm of construction of the matrix continued fraction, the second is analytic, i.e. we get a positive measure. This aspect deals with zeros properties of the convergents of the continued fraction (see section 6), which are Hermite-Pad e approximants ( 10] , 12]) of the function F I on the left-hand side of (1). So, we begin our paper by the de nition of these approximants in section 2 and section 3.
Theorems A and B are in fact proved simultaneously. In theorem B we have the solution of the system (E) on 0; +1 but not the uniqueness. Local theorem gives existence and uniqueness on some segment 0; t 0 ], and its lenght depends only on the constant M. If b n+3 (t 0 ) are known to be positive bounded by the same constant M, then b n+3 (t) can be extended on the segment t 0 ; 2t 0 ] and so on. Such information is got from theorem B, using technics of genetic sums (section 4) ( 14] ). So in complement of the preceding results, we also have 0 < b n+3 (t) M t 2 0; +1 ; n 0 : To get the dynamics of the spectral measure d in (1), we need the following di erential equation satis ed by its power moments, S n = R x 5n d (x; t) = (S i;j n ); i = 1; 2; 3; j = 1; 2 being matrices S 0 n = S n+1 ? S n S 1;1 1 n = 0; 1; : : :
(2) How to prove that systems (E) and (2) what is equivalent to (2) . We see that the solution of the system (E) is found through the theory of Hermite-Pad e approximants for which new results are proved : genetic sums, zeros properties. In matrix form
f n z n+1 ; f n = (f i;j n ) i=1;:::;p;j=1;:::;q :
We now consider the Hermite-Pad e problem (H-P) for F I : for any n 0, two regular multiindices are de ned i.e. N = (n 1 ; ; n p ) and M = (m 1 ; ; m q ) such that ( P p 1 n i = n; n 1 n 2 n p n 1 ? There always exists a non trivial solution to this problem.
Considering the vectors R n = (R 1 n ; R p n ) t , K n = (K 1 n ; K p n ) t and H n = (H 1 n ; H q n ) t , we get with matrix notation The H-P problem is equivalent to the orthogonality relations H n 2 Span(h 0 ; : : :; h n ); (e k ; H n ) = 0; k = 0; : : :; n ? 1 :
We will restrict the study to the "(pjq) symmetric" case, i.e. the functions f i;j are, up to a shift, functions of z p+q . Let a system S of p q real sequences (S i;j n ) n be given for i = 1; : : :; p; j = 1; : : :; q. The parameters p and q are supposed to be relatively prime, so there exist integers u and v such that up ? vq = 1 :
According to what is found for the Weyl function F I , we de ne the constants i;j = (j ? i)(u + v) mod(p + q); i = 1; : : :; p; j = 1; : : :; q and the f i;j are f i;j (z) = 3 Generalized Jacobi matrix
We suppose the system S is non singular, and we get ( 12 (6) where the last row of the determinant is composed of vectors. The non zero constants u n are the leading coe cient of H n (and may be changed in order to normalize the vector polynomials in one way or another)
H n = u n h n + ; :
In ( 12] 
Because here, only the symmetric case is considered, the result is simpli ed Theorem 2 The sequence H n is the unique solution of the recurrence relation xH n = a n H n+q + b n H n?p ; (9) with initial conditions H ?p = = H ?1 = 0; H j = u j h j ; j = 0; : : :; q ? 1 : a n and b n being de ned as the a (q) n ; a (?p) n of the previous theorem.
The proof consists of the fact that H = xH n ?bH n?p satis es the same orthogonality relations as H n+q if he n?p ; Hi = 0 (which de nes b). It is also a consequence of the fact that xH n ; H n+q ; H n?p are the only polynomials of (7) that depend on h k ; k = n mod(p + q).
The recurrence relation (7) can be written in matrix form as AH = xH (10) where H is the in nite column vector (H 0 ; H 1 ; ) t (each term being a vector, H could be written as a scalar matrix (1 q)) and A a scalar in nite band matrix with two non zero 
C C C C C C C C C A :
From the relations in the previous theorem, a n and b n are positive if and only if the system S is positive (the vector polynomials H n being considered with a positive normalization constant u n ). If, for the polynomials H n , we take the monic polynomials (u n = 1), then the matrix A satis es a n = 1. Another normalization will be used. If the leading coe cients of H n are u n , de ned by
(a n a n+p?1 ) q = (b n+p b n+p+q?1 ) p :
Such a matrix (two diagonals satisfying (11), a n > 0; b n > 0) generalizes the symmetric case and is called a generalized Jacobi matrix. If J is the set of such matrices, and S the set of the positive systems S normalized by S 1;1 0 = 1, we have constructed a one-to-one correspondance (by the generalized Shohat-Favard theorem 12]) from S to J . In that case we will use the following representation of the parameters a n and b n , H 0 n denoting the monic polynomials m n = he n ; H 0 n i; u n = (1=m n ) p=p+q c n = m n+1 m n a n = m n+q The parameters c n are uniquely de ned if p and q are relatively prime. 4 Genetic sums.
The aim of this section and the following is to give a representation by a matrix continued fraction, generalizing the S-fraction of Stieltjes, of the resolvent function of the operator de ned in the standard basis of the Hilbert space l 2 (0; 1) by the bi-in nite, p + q + 1-band matrix A with p + q ? 1 zero intermediate diagonals. The detailed proofs can be found in ( 14] ). The matrix A is taken with the normalization giving a n = 1, i.e. the matrix is de ned by A i;i+q = 1, A i+p;i = b i ; equivalently the operator is de ned by A(e i ) = b i+p e i+p ; i < q; A(e i ) = e i?q + b i+p e i+p ; i q ; where the constants b i are a sequence of non zero complex numbers. We assume that sup(jb i j) < +1 to deal with bounded operators, and that p and q are relatively prime (up ? vq = 1).
Let R(z) be the resolvent operator : R z = (zI ? A) ?1 :
It is known ( 7] ) that the set of resolvent functions, so-called Weyl functions Hence the formal solution of direct and inverse spectral problems means to nd a constructive procedure for the determination of the spectral data f i;j or f i;j n i = 1; : : :; p; j = 1; : : :; q and n 0 from the operator data b n (n p) and vice-versa.
In the following, in order to give explicitly all the formulae, we will write everything for p = 3 and q = 2, but the results are general.
Because all the intermediate diagonals are zero, we are able to nd a particular form for the moments called genetic sums ( 15] ). This form has already been found for the vector case, recovered with q = 1 ( 1] ).
With the preceding notations, the moments, i. The proof of these formulae can be found in 14]. The same method of proof leads to some identities for the genetic sums.
To the sequence (b n ) n p is associated , for each pair (i; j); i = 1; : : :; p; j = 1; : : :; q the sequence S i;j n ; n 0, and similarly S i;j n (k); k 0; n 0 corresponding to the sequence (b n+k ) n p . Each family can be considered as the coe cients of a formal series and represented by this series, which de nes S i;j (k) and f i;j (k) :
z n+1 ; i = 1; : : :; p; j = 1; : : :; q; k 0 :
What we are looking for is a relation between the matrix F I = (f i;j ) i;j and F I (1) = (f i;j (1)) i;j .
We rst obtain some relations between the moments S i;j n and S i;j n (1). Proof : The preceding identities are used. From the classical formulae for the usual product of two series, the results follow. For the functions f i;j the link with the functions S i;j is used and the results follow.
Matrix Stieltjes continued fraction.
For sake of completness we rst recall some de nitions and some results of the general theory of matrix continued fractions ( 13] ).
5.1
Matrix continued fractions.
Matrix continued fractions are a extension of the vector continued fractions introduced already by Jacobi, and studied by several authors (see for example 6], 10]). The notations used here are those of ( 13]), where the matrices are p q. We are interested in a ratio of matrices KH ?1 ; K 2 M p;q ; H 2 M q;q and as usual an equivalence relation is de ned in the set M p+q;q which is in fact the set of the pairs (H; K) A; A 0 2 M p+q;q ; A A 0 , 9C 2 M q;q ; det C 6 = 0; A 0 = AC : Let G p;q be the set of the equivalent classes of matrices (Grassmann space), then operations are de ned in G p;q through the canonical injection from M p;q to G p;q . Denote by I q the unit matrix of size, then : M p;q ! M p+q;q ! G p;q ; A ! I q A ! Cl I q A : We now de ne what will be used as a quotient in the space M p;q and will be denoted by 1=Z = T(Z). Operators T andT are the same function de ned respectively on M p;q and on M p+q;q .
LetT, de ned on M p+q;q , be the permutation of the rows which puts the last row at the rst place. The operator T is de ned from M p;q to M p;q and by a straightforward computation we obtain the direct de nition of T as a transformation of M p;q ( T(B) is de ned if b p;q 6 = 0). (14) In other words, we get the recurrence relation F I (k) = 1 P + diag(diag(I p?1 ); ?b p+k?1 ) F I (k + 1) : If the normalization does not impose a n = 1, A has two diagonals a n and b n ; genetic sums can also be computed in that case and we would nd a continued fraction given by the following recurrence relation
T(B)
In all cases, we obtain an expansion of F I in matrix continued fraction by a generalization of the Jacobi-Perron algorithm ( 10] ). Using this theory ( 13]), we get for the convergent di erent forms (y n ; ; y n+q?1 ) = Q I n P I n I q n ; n = P I n Q I ?1 n where y n are the columns of size p + q satisfying xy n = b n y n?p + a n y n+q and if y n = (H n ; K n ) t , and n de nes the regular multiindex (n 1 ; ; n p ), then
6 Zeros, Sturm-Liouville problem.
From now on, the parameters a n and b n are supposed to be positive, what is equivalent to say that the system S is positive. The proof are written in the case p = 3; q = 2. By de nition we have
Hence the common denominator is
Lemma 4 The following statements hold :
1.n has real coe cients, is of degree n 2. The leading coe cient ofn has sign (?1) n . 3.n is Z I p+q invariant, i.e.n 2 Spanfx k ; k = n mod(p + q)g. 4 . For any positive n, the polynomialsn(p+q)+k , k = 0; ; p + q ?1, have a zero of order k at point zero. 5. if x ! 0, thenn (x) n (?x) k ; where n > 0; n = k mod(p + q); k = 0; ; p + q ? 1 : Proof : From the recurrence for the H n , all coe cients are real and from the de nition of the basis h k , H 1 n is of degree n=2] as H 2 n is of degree k ? 1 if n = 2k and k if n = 2k + 1, so the degree ofn is n. For the sign of the leading coe cient, we get that a n?1n and x(H 2 n?1 H 1 n ? H 2 n H 1 n?1 ) have the same leading coe cient, so the sign of this leading coe cient is (?1) n , once the initial property is veri ed. It is the same for the term of lowest degree. Invariance ofn follows from invariance of H n and K n . It follows also thatn(p+q)+k has a zero of order k at point zero.
The following lemma plays the main role for the proof of the theorem B.
Lemma 5 The following statements hold :
1. The polynomialsn(p+q)+k , k = 0; ; p + q ? 1 has exactly n positive zeros.
2. The positive zeros ofn andn+1 interlace.
3. The rational functions z i;j i;j n have positive residues at all poles, only some residues at the point z = 0 may be equal zero.
Proof : Let us consider For a polynomial, we write sgn() = 1 (respectively -1) if all nonzero coe cients ofare positive (respectively negative). We will prove that sgn( n ) = 1 for n 4. We rst prove, by induction, that sgn(H 2 n ) = (?1) n?1 :
from the recurrence relation (the same for the K n ), with positive coe cients a n ; b n xH 2 n = a n H 2 n+2 + b n H 2 n?3
and from the recurrence assumption, we get sgn(H 2 n ) = (?1) n?1 ; sgn(H 2 n?3 ) = (?1) n?4 ) sgn(H 2 n+2 ) = (?1) n+1 :
The initial values are checked directly.
Let us denote
To prove sgn( n ) = 1, we have to prove that sgn(njn + 1jn + 2) = (?1) n . By using the recurrence relations for the H n , we get a n (njn + 1jn + 2) = ?b n (n ? 3jnjn + 1) a n?1 (n ? The recurrence assumption is taken as sgn(kjk + 1jk + 2) = (?1) k ; k < n sgn(k ? 3jk ? 1jk) = (?1) k ; k < n Now, taking the preceding equalities from the bottom to the top prove that the recurrence assumption is in fact true for all n, once the initial conditions are satis ed, what is checked directly (n 4).
Then sgn(njn + 1jn + 2) = (?1) n , and sgn( n ) = 1 .
We now study the zero's properties of the polynomialsn . It is enough to investigate the behaviour ofn on the interval 0; +1 . We have proved that all coe cients of the polynomial n are non negative, as it is not identically zero, then n > 0 if x > 0. If, for > 0, we haven ( ) = 0, then n?1 ( ) = ?p p n ( )n?1 ( ) > 0 (15) n ( ) = p p n ( )n+1 ( ) > 0 son?1 ( ) andn+1 ( ) have di erent signs. We consider the polynomial5n , and take as recurrence assumption that5n?1 and5n?2 have n ? 1 simple positive zeros which interlace. We now go to the generalized Jacobi matrix,Ã(e i ) = a i?q e i?q + b i+p e i+p , a i and b i satisfying (11) . If H 0 n are the monic polynomials, we consider H n = u n H 0 n as de ned in section 3 and de ne the new parameters a n = p=p+q n ; b n+p = q=p+q n+p In the scalar case,Ã is symmetric andB must be skew-symmetric, here something of the same kind is recovered , we obtain as a solution forB ( As the a n and the b n are linked by (11) , both equations are equivalent up to a change of variable. We rst write the equations in a and b, then in and which are the dual forms The V and U are computed in terms of c k , then in terms of and , and we nally get 
